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For paranoid ideation, 90.2 % in the non-psychotic OCD group had a confirming ... whereas more than two thirds reported having ideas or beliefs that
others do not share. A final aim of the study ...
Psychotic- and Schizotypal Symptoms
Chapter 12 IDENTIFICATION AND ITS VICISSITUDES AS OBSERVED IN PSYCHOSIS Chapter 12 IDENTIFICATION AND ITS ... nature of very regressed self-objectaffect units. Edith Jacobson’s ideas (1964, 1971b) ...
Aggression in Personality Disorders and Perversions
The battle of the experts continued in court Monday for day nine of the Capital Gazette mass shooter trial. The state’s first mental health expert
disagreed with the defense’s experts, testifying that ...
Mental health experts give differing opinions during Capital Gazette mass shooter trial
Psilera Bioscience researches whether there are healing properties in psychedelics, which trigger hallucinations and intensified feelings.
Florida startup treating illness with magic mushrooms receives $2.5 million
Women with postpartum psychosis may have false ideas about current events and about themselves (delusions) and see and hear things that are not there
(hallucinations). They sometimes stop eating ...
Psychotic Illness in First-Time Mothers with No Previous Psychiatric Hospitalizations: A Population-Based Study
with no feelings of guilt or paranoid delusions One said he was 'deeply troubled' by disclosing sex abuse allegations against her father Casey planning
on sacking attorney Jose Baez who helped ...
Casey Anthony's version of events revealed after explosive documents finally unsealed
The horrors I was forced to undergo to “treat” my homosexuality are now unthinkable, but continue to raise questions about psychiatry’s ethics.
When Homosexuality Was a “Disease”: My Story of Abuse
First, America drives me insane because people think that the American landscape would be more beautiful if it did not include any homosexuals. Then, it
punishes me with incarceration, and finally, it ...
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But a study of young adults did find that UFO belief is associated with schizotypal personality, a tendency toward social anxiety, paranoid ideas, and
transient psychosis. If you believe in UFOs ...
I’m an astronomer and think aliens are plausible – but not because of UFOs
A Tampa biotech startup studying whether magic mushrooms could treat illnesses has received $2.5 million from investors led by a Florida venture capital
firm. Psilera Bioscience researches whether ...
Tampa startup treating illness with ‘shrooms receives $2.5 million
Which world view was at the basis of all of these ideas? It was the clichéd paranoid Messiah idea ... The journalist Magnus in the novel “Sickster” is
manic and psychotic; the homeless, indebted ...
“A brain fried clown”
Before being dropped off at a north Lafayette convenience store on Oct. 1, 2017, Ian Howard stopped at a stranger's house. Then he went to a nearby
friend's house unannounced, "where he had a ...
Psychiatrists claim Ian Howard was in state of psychosis during fatal shooting of officer
Dr. Randall Price, a forensic psychologist, testified that Routh had a paranoid disorder made worse by his use of alcohol and marijuana, calling his
condition "cannabis-induced psychosis." ...
Prosecution expert says 'American Sniper' suspect not insane
A wealthy former BT executive who killed his wife of nearly 40 years after becoming paranoid she was having ... At the time of the killing, Winnister
was psychotic having “entirely lost touch ...
Former BT executive Leslie Winnister locked up for life for killing wife of 40 years
Laura’s fans and critics alike tend to see her enormous popularity as either a reaction to her pushy predecessor or to her own husband, who can inspire
paranoid psychosis in his detractors with ...
The Good Wife
“which could well have helped push her from mere religious preoccupation into psychosis with paranoia,” Nelson wrote. She reported being so fatigued by
depression that “the only way she ...
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